
Printing, Framing & Graphic Design 
Options



Once you’ve received your beautiful high 
resolution digital image from EYECONARTTM, 
you can choose from our range of printing, 

framing and graphic design options. 



PRINT OPTIONS



Paper Prints
Printed on high quality photographic paper, with a glossy finish to bring out the very best in the 

colours of the iris. 

ss

Square Print
8” x  8” 

(20.3 x 20.3 cm)

Square Print
12” x 12” 

(30.5 x 30.5 cm)

Square Print
16” x 16”  

(40.6 x 40.6 cm)

Square Print
20” x 20” 

(50.8 x 50.8 cm)

£4.95 £9.95 £17.95 £29.95



FRAMING OPTIONS



Box Framed
Sets the lustre print level with the 2” deep frame, giving it a 

proud, contemporary effect that stands off the wall. 

ss

Square Frame
10” x  10” 

(25.4 x 25.4 cm)

Square Frame
16” x 16” 

(40.6 x 40.6 cm)

Square Frame
20” x 20” 

(50.8 x 50.8 cm)

£101.95 £193.95 £278.95



Aluminium
Dyes are infused directly into a specially-coated aluminium 

sheet to create a print with incredible luminescence, detail and 
durability.

ss

Square Frame
10” x  10” 

(25.4 x 25.4 cm)

Square Frame
12” x 12” 

(30.5 x 30.5 cm)

Square Frame
20” x 20” 

(50.8 x 50.8 cm)

£101.95 £126.95 £278.95



Edge Prints
Edge Prints offer a bold, contemporary way of displaying your photos 

without the need for a frame. Your print is protected with a satin 
laminate and then mounted on solid MDF. The edges are then 

finished with textured, durable 1" border, setting your photo boldly 
out from the wall.ss

Square Print
10” x  10” 

(25.4 x 25.4 cm)

Square Print
12” x 12” 

(30.5 x 30.5 cm)

Square Print 16” x 
16” 

(40.6 x 40.6 cm)

Square Print
20” x 20” 

(50.8 x 50.8 cm)

£101.95 £126.95 £193.95 £278.95



Acrylic Glass
A print-to-edge wall product with a float and 3D effect. Print has a gloss 

finish and is mounted under crystal clear acrylic, providing maximum 
colour richness and depth to the image. Sleek and modern, the Acrylic 
Gallery has 2mm of crystal clear acrylic creating an eye-catching wall 

product. Elegant and simple, this is our most popular product. ss

Square Print
10” x  10” 

(25.4 x 25.4 cm)

Square Print
12” x 12” 

(30.5 x 30.5 cm)

Square Print
16” x 16”  

(40.6 x 40.6 cm)

Square Print
20” x 20” (50.8 x 50.8 

cm)

£119.95 £149.95 £225.95 £324.95



Bespoke Circular Frame
A specialist framing option which uses the same materials 
as traditional framing, but in a perfect circular shape. We 
partner with one of, and perhaps the only, framer in the 
world that does these bespoke frames. We recommend 

black or white and can come with or without mount.

200mm 
diameter

400mm 
diameter

800mm 
diameter

Solid walnut or 
cherry wood, 

22 x 22mm
From £340 From £700 From £1495

MDF 20 X 
20mm, sprayed 
satin black or 

white

From £260 From £550 From £1180



Lenticular Printing
Stunning, dramatic wall art. An 

advanced technique which means you 
see a different image depending on the 
angle of view. When wall-mounted, the 

eye image changes as you move around 
the room. 

Up to 6 EYECON images on a single 
80cm diameter lenticular sheet, cut 
to circle with 10mm deep backing 

board

£1,200

Click here to see it in action

Believe it or not, these are all photos of the same print

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3yBch_QaDn8&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3yBch_QaDn8&feature=youtu.be


KEEPSAKE OPTIONS
ss



Keepsakes
Personalise something you use. Great as a gift or just a talking point. 

ss
MUG

Durable, 
dishwasher-safe 

ceramic mug, available 
in black or white, 11oz or 

15oz

FRIDGE MAGNET

Has rounded corners 
and a glossy finish. It 
measures 76x51mm

MOUSE PAD

Made of non-slip 
neoprene with a fabric 
cover that won't let the 

mouse skip

LUGGAGE TAG

Rectangular, made from 
hardened white plastic that 
doesn't bend. There is a hole 

punched in it for the loop

KEYRING

Made from hardened 
white plastic. There is a 

hole punched in it for the 
fastener. Measures 57x57 

mm

COASTERS

Set of 4 square 
beautiful and durable 
coasters. They have a 
hard, glossy surface

From £17.95 £17.95 £14.95 £17.95 £15.95 £29.95



GRAPHIC DESIGN OPTIONS
Ask our incredible creative team to design an artwork 

to bring out the most beautiful aspects of your eye



Artworking from £180 





+44 (0)20 3637 9708
hello@eyeconart.co.uk

mailto:hello@eyeconart.co.uk

